Ethical Know How Action Wisdom Cognition
ethical know-how. action, wisdom, and cognition - the first lecture: know-how and know-what setting out
the question immediate coping in cognitive science know-how and know-what reconsidered the second lecture:
on ethical expertise the ethical expert the view from the teaching traditions the pragmatic key to ethical
expertise on non-unitary cognitive selves the third lecture: the embodiment of ... steps of the ethical
decision making process - summary of the steps of the ethical decision making process 1. 2. gather the
facts 3. define the ethical issues 4. identify the affected parties (stakeholders) 5. identify the consequences 6.
... decide on the proper ethical action and be prepared to deal with opposing arguments. 1 - ethical decision
making and action - sage publications - ethical decision making and action chapter preview components
of ethical behavior component 1: moral sensitivity (recognition) ... he concluded that ethical action is the
product of these psychological subprocesses: (1) moral sensitivity (recognition); (2) moral ... solve a moral
dilemma unless we know that one is present. ethical decision making and action distribute - ethical
decision making and action 67. is the product of intuition, not deliberation. in moral dumbfounding, people
have strong opinions about right and wrong but can’t explain why they feel as they do. ethical decision
making - pennsylvania state university - ethical action determine the ethical issue(s) explore possible
solutions and actions gather the facts (including laws, regulations, policies, and procedures) identify those
impacted ethical decision making. gather the facts • what are the important questions to ask? • what facts do
we know as opposed to opinions we may hold? • who may be ... ethics and ethical decision making haymarket center - ethics and ethical decision making d. shane koch rh.d, crc, cadc ... how do we know what
we know? ... action, identify the ethical principles that would be compromised if each action were taken .
justification formulate a justification for the superiority of one ethical action - cee.nd - (e.g., culture, gender)
. in order to implement ethical action, one must know how to communicate well. not surprisingly, good
communication skills are correlated with altruistic or helpful behavior. ea-2: resolving conflicts and problems
conflicts between human beings are inevitable because we often feel different things and desire the same
things. a guide to ethical issues and action research[1] - discuss a potential ethical problem, to consider
alternative actions and to explain his or her choices. the guide to ethical issues and action research uses the
categories of a traditional ‘human subjects’ review only as a point of departure. part i requests an overview of
the project. part ii asks whether the activities fall
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